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porticipote in LIKNAYAN 2020 with the theme Chronoscope: A View of Physics through
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October 24, z$tg

\drilfredo E. Cabral
Regional Director
ilepartment of Educatiort-Region iV-A

Karangaian [5, Karanga\an Vitlage
Cainta, Rizal

Dear i,1r. Cabral:

fireetings!

PHY$1KA. UP Appiied Physics Society is a duty recognized organization of Apptied Physics students of the University

of the Fhiiippines , Los Banos. The organization aims to promote academic excellence and foster wet{-roundedness

am*ng its members. Moreover, it encourages tlre appreciation of Physics and Applied Fhysics, as well as raises

scientific titeracy by initiating activities in tine with the objectives of the university and the nation.

,A5 part of the srgani?ation's advocacy, an acadernle d#mp*tition for high sch**l students, *ntilled LIKNAYAN ?020

witl"r the tfieme '*ffrr-onosc*pe: A View of Fhysics thr*wgh Tlrnc", will he i:etd on January ?5-?6, ?0?0 at the

lJniversity of the Philippines - Los $aflos. This event aspires ts impart substantiai knawtedge to its participants on

the topics of Fhysics a*d Apptied Physics, as weli as to relate these fietds to the significance in our society.

LIKNAY,4N also aims to provide a memorable and worthwhile experience rnade for the high school students, their

coaches and teachers. through varioi:s sub events. These include: The Ar"nazinq Race, APHY Talk, Sattle of the

Brains, Featur* Writing, Photojournalism, and Science lnvesiigatory Project.

ln line with this, th* organizatlon ir asking your good q:ffiee f*r the aecrediiatjr:n *f LlKI{AYAN 2020. Reit assured

that this event will equip the students in expanding their curiasfty, appreciation, and kn*wtedge in the fietds of

Physics and Appiied Physics.

The genera{ guidelines and mechanics of the sub ev*nts Ere attached tci this {etter. Sh*uld you need more

information about the event, we would gladly canrmunicate wilh you thrcugh ernaiI iiiknayan.physika@gmail.com],

or phone with our contact persons Mark Andrew D. Navarro (09051849284] nr Vince Paul [. Pantina {S9064048320).

We are hoping for your favorabte response' Thank you very muchl

Respectfulty, A

-/,#
lnark AriCreri D" Navarro

Fresident

{\f,il/Lot[lr W
*{s. Mtlisot P. M{rtinez

Junjsr Adviser
I

ffi#Fantino
Activitv Head,-r-*J-J--
,cfettne r.(cuansir
!enior Ariviqtr
c$eline T.lCuansing
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1 . LIKNAYAN 20?0, organized by PHYSIKA, UP Appied Physics Society, is open to all Grade 9 and 10 Junior high
school {JH5) students.
2" The event is composqd of five {5} competitive sub-events namely the Amazing Race, Battle of the Brains,
Feature Writing, Photojburnalism, and Science lnvestigatory Projeet, and three (3) non-competitive sub-
evants namely Drone Workshop, Socials Night, and APHY Talk.

3. Competitive sub-events: The overall contest points of each team will be the sum of points garnered from
the competitive sub-events.; the three {3) schools with the highest accurnulated points witl be declared as
champion, 1st runner up, and ?nd runner up.;in case of a tie in the overall ranking, the following scheme will
be used to break the tie:

a. The school that has more first places in all four {4) sub-events will be declared winner over the
school/s that it has tied with; otherwise,

b. the school that has more second places in all four (4) sub-events will be declared winner over schoolls
that it has tied with; otherwise,

c. the school that has more third places in all the four (4) sub-events will be declared winner over school/s
that it has tied with; otherwise,

d. the school with the highest ranking in the Amazing Race will be declared winner over schoolls
that it has tied with.

The champion witl be the one to keep the revolving trophy for a year. Details regarding the revolving
trophy are on a separate document.
4. Non-competitive sub-events: The participants and coaches are encouraged to attend these sub-events.

5. All participating students rnust wear their respective PE uniforrns and school lDs in the event proper.

6. All participating schools must confirm their attendance during the registration before the start of the event
pr0per.
7. The organizers has the right to revise the mechanics of the event. Any revisions that will be made
will be announced prior to the opening of the event.

1. There will be a registration fee of Php 10,000 per participating team. A down payment of Php 6500 must be
made upon regirtration. Full payment must be made during the registration in the event date.

2. Registration rvill be considered confirmed once the down payment is paid. Teams can pay the fee directly
to this bank account:
BPI Savings Ac{ount No.: 091 3-31 56-26

Account Nam*: PHYSIKA UP APPLIED PHYSICS SOCIETY

3. The registration fee is inclusivebf the follo\i/ing:
a. Event attire (for participants and coaches only)

b. Lunch meal and Atvt and Pir{ snacks (for participants and coaches only}

c. Sorlvenirs

C. Unmanned Aerial Vehitle Workshop
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4. Upon confirmation, the following requirements murt be sent to liknayan.physika@gmail.cam with the
subject {Liknayan 2020, Registration, IName of Schoolj):

a. 5canned copy of the accomplished registration form

b. High-resolution toqolseal

c. Soft copy of down payment's bank receipt (screenshot if payment is made online)

5.lf changes are made regarding the lineup of team members, the organization must be notified not later
than five {5} days before the event.

6.The deadline of submission of registration is on December 7, VQ19 (Saturday).

1.Each school who would like to participate can send at least one {1} team. Each team shall be composed of
seven {7) Grades 9 or 10 JHS students and a coach.

2.Teams may assign participants to each sub-event:

a" 3 Battle of the Brains participants

b. 1 Photojournalism participant

c. 1 Feature Writing participant

d, 2 Science lnvestigatory Project participants

e. 1 faculty-in-chargelcoach

f. 5 Amazing Race Participants

3.The competitive sub-events will be held simultaneously in different venues.

4.Tearrrs may opt not to participate in any sub-events.

5.A revolving trophy wilt be given to the declared overall champion. The points per event are as follows:

Rank Battle of the Brains

1st ?00 pt5

Znd I 50 pts

3rd 't00 pts

others 50 pts

Featur€ Writing Photojournalism

100 pts 100 pts

75 pts 75 pts

Amazing Race Science lnvestigatory Project

50 pts

20 pts

50 pts

20 pts

200 pts

180 pt5

160 pts

100 pts

100 pts

75 pts

50 pts

20 pts

i{ J lnHvsrrnlrKr'iAYAH { f| } trtttsiKAi-ikiavar ffi.
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1. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd placers for each event will receive medals, certificate of recognition and merchandise
shirts.Goods and cash prizes worth the following will be given:

, Rank gattte of the brainsi Feature WritingI Photojournalism i Amazing Race ,Science lnvestigatory Project
;

i! i!:r 15t : Rtrp tsoo 1 Php 500 i Php 500 i enp rooo php 1000
ii

:i

, 2nd Php 100o Pho 3oo ' fnp:OO j Rfrp ZOOO i php 600.'ri tl
r,l
Irr:^!-r^^tar!^i 3rd Php 500

i

i Php 400

2. Alt participants will receive a certificate of participation.

1st day: January 25,2OZA

Timeslot

7:00 AM - 9:00 AM

9:00 AM - 1 1:30 AM

1'1:30 AM - 1:00 PM

1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

6:00 PM -10:00 PM

ctivity

Opening Program

Photojournalism, Feature Writing, and APHY Talk

Lunch, and Science lnvestigatory Project
Preparation

Battle of the Brains and Science lnvestigatory
Project

Socials Night

Znd day: January 26,1O2O
'T"--_*--"

il

Tirneslot Activity

I *:00 AM - 1 1:00 AM Amazing Race
!l
i :.. ..
r1j 1 1:00 rtM - 12:00 PM , Lunch

12:00 Pi"! - 2:00 PM Drone Workshop

2:00 Pld - 4:00 PM Closing Ceremony
j

J
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The LIKNAYAN 2020: The Amozing Roce is an inter-school race that aims to boost the
appreciation for Physics and Applied Physics in everyday life for Grades g and 10 JHS
students. lt will be"composed of stations with activities revolving through a certain physics
concept that will administer knowledge and worthwhile experience to the participants.
Moreover, this sub-event will also promote a healthy competition among high school students.

Teams are compelled to bring their own and pens, with black cr blue ink, for this event. frasabte pens
are not allowed.

1.1. Each tearn can use only one ('l) calculator; however, programmable calculators are strictly
prohibited. The event organizers will check the calculators before the competition.
1.2, Teams are requested to wear their schaol's PE unifcrm. ln a circumstance where a participant
cannot provide his/her PE uniform, helshe is requested to wear any comfortable ctothing but
must wear his/her school's lD.rm, the participant is requested to wear any comfortable clothing but
must wear his/her school's lD.

1.3. The said sub-event willcover the practicalapplications of Physics and Applied Physics.

1.4. Cheating is strictly prohibited. Any participant responsible for committing such act merits
automatic disqualification for the tearn.

1.5. Coaches can only observe the performance of his/her team members.

1.6. Any form of coaching is prohibited. Coaches must not provide answers for the participants or
provide inforination in any way. This action will be counted as cheating and will be dealt
ace oidingly.

1.7. Cellular phones, tablets, or any gadgets are not allowed in the contest area. The participants
must hand r:ver their gadgets to their coaches for safe keeping.
'1.8. ln case cf a tiebreaker in the overall ranking, the team with most number of higher sub-event
rankings will be declared winner.
'1.9. There will be a sub-event head that \{ill monitor the whole Amazing Race. ln case any
unforeseen inatters arise, the sub-event head will be the deciding body. The decision of the
sub-event h*ad is final and irrevocable.

,t--'t
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2.'1. The sub-event witl be composed of eight {8) different stations. Teams are urged to run through all of the
stations.

2.2. Each station has its bwn unique task to be fulfilled by allthe teams.

2.3. Each team will be handed a detailed map of the school campus for navigation.

2.4. All the teams will start at an initial common place and will draw a number. The number witl be
their team number and will also represent the clues that will be given to them in each station.

2.5. After successfully completing the task in a station, the team will be given a clue for their next
destination.

2.6. The team who is able to arrive first at the designated finishing point will be awarded the first
place, the second team to arrive will be the second place, and so on.

2.7. Teams' finishing rank will have corresponding sub-event points.

r\
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The LIKNAYAN 2A2A: Sattle of the Erains is an inter-school quiz competition that seeks to engage
Grade 9 and 10 Junior high school students with deep appreciation in the field of Physics and
Applied Physics in pursuing academic excellence, and at the same tirne, fostering a healthy
competition among thdm. This year's Battle of the Brains ir equipped with brain-twisting questions
that test the students' intellect and critical thinking skills, which highlight the advancements in the
fields of Physics and Applied Physics s across time.

1.1" Each participating team shall be composed of three {3) members only.

1.2. The participants should provide their own pens. Only pens with black or blue ink witl be accepted.
Erasable pens are strictly prohibited.

1.3. Scratch papers will be provided by the eyent organizers.

1.4. The coverage of the quiz contest includes the following:

i. Classical Mechanics

ii. Thermodynamics

iii. Optics

iv. Electromagnetism

v. Astronomy

vi. General lnformation on the field of Physics and Applied Physies

1.5. Every question willonty have one (1) finalanswer unless stated otherwise.

1.6. fach tearn is allowed to use one (1) calculator only. However, programmable calculators are
strictly prohibited. The event organizers wilt check the calculators before the competition.

1.7. Misspelleci and incomplete answers will be considered incorrect.

1.7.1.Fu11 name should be rtated if a person's name is being asked.

1.7.2.Abbrevi*tions will not be accepted unless it is a unit of measurem€nt.

1.7.3.Units of measurement should be indicated whenever necessary.

1.8. Any form of cheating is prohibited and shatl be grounds for disqualification of the team.

1.9. Cellular phones, tablets, and any gadgets are not allowed in the event area. The participants must hand
over their garSgets to their coaches for safe keeping.

1.10. A panel of judges composed of professionals in the
monitor th* event.

1.1 '1. The decisions of the judges are final and irrevocable.

fields of Physics and Applied Physics will

i { ) ,pi-tvsrKaLiHNriYAN\rl { lp I ,. lrir"StKAi_ifiir.rydr. ffi i.-hy',tl.a upi l-'-';t E
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2.1. There witt be three {3) levels of difficutty in the quiz contest, namely: {1} easy, {?) average, and
(3) difficult.
?.2. The questions tha\will be given are in the form of Multiple Choice, ldentification, True or False,
and Problem Solving.

2.3. Each question will be projected on the screen and will be read twice by the quiz master.

2.4. Each question in any given level of difficulty has corresponding time limit. For questions involving
problem solving, teams will be given additional 30 seconds to answer.

2.5. There will be a total of ?0 questions. The team/s to answer all the questions correctly will score a
maximum of 135 points. The breakdown per round can be seen as follows:

Level of Difficulty Number of Questions Points per Question Time Limit {seconds)

Easy 1010

Average 15

Difficult

2.6. Teams will write their answers on the sheet provided by their proctors.

2.7. Teams can only write their answers after the "Go" signal from the quiz master" Team(s) that will
be caught writing before the "Go" signal will be given a warning for the first occurrence. Otherwise, if the
team(s) will be caught again after a warning has been given, they will gain no credit for answering.

2.8. After every question, teams should pass their answer sheets to their corresponding proctors. Late
answerr will not be considered.

?"9. Teams will be allowed to raise clarifications after the correct answer is revealed. The panel of
judges will be consulted regarding the clarification. Decisions made by the judges are final. When the next
question has been read, clarifications regarding the previous question will no longer be entertained.
2.10.After all equestions have been asked, top 3 scoring teams will be declared as 1st,Znd, and 3rd
place winners accordingly. ln case of a tie in the top 3 spots, a clincher question will be a*ked.

2.11. CLINCHER QUESTION: Teams in the clincher round will be asked an identification question. Each
question has an equivalent of 1 point and the first team to have a lead of 1 point wilt be declared the winner.

30'10
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The LIKNAYAN 2020: Photojournalism is an inter-school photojournalism competition for Grade 9
and 10 Junior high school students which uses photographs as media to narrate a story and to
convey information about the applications of Physics.

1.1" The registered participants should provide their own camera. The camera to be used is in the
preferences of the participants.

1.2. The memory storage device that witl be used by the participants (e.g.5D cards, memory cards),
must be cleared or void of any files/pictures and must be submitted upon registration. They will be returned
before the event starts.

1.3. All participants must abide by the ethical rules of journalism.

1.4. Although the participants will roam around the campus, the event organizers will designate a
meeting place for everyone, and the participants must be there at 9:00 AM sharp for the initial
instructions and 11:00 AM sharp for submission of entries.

1.5. The panel of judges will be composed of professionals in the fields of Physics and Applied Physics, and
Photography.

1.6. The decision of the panel of judges is final and irrevocable.

1.7. Winning entries will be included in Kalasag, the official publication of PHYSIKA, UP Applied Physics
Society.

1.8. Allentries will become the property of PHYSIKA, UP Applied Physics Society.

2.1. The sub-event will last for two (2) hours. ln this time, the participants are tasked to roam around
the campus and take a photo of anything relevant to the given theme.

2.2. The theme for the sub-event will be announced at the start of the event.

2.3. The participants can only take pictures inside the University of the Philippines- Los Bafros.

2.4, Photo editing such as scaling and other additive and reductive alterations are strictly prohibited.
However, adju$tments of brightness, contrast, sharpness, cropping, hue, and other color enhancements
including shadows and highlights are allowed.

2.5. Use of prnps and actors is strictly prohibited.

2.6. Entry must not contain date stamps, watermarks or any text on the image.

2.7. The participant's identity must not appear on any part of their entry. For identification purposes, only
the participant's assigned number will be written on the final output.

?,.8. One (1) output phot* must be submitted to the head of the sub-event within 15 minutes after the
sirb-eve*t, inclusive of a titl* and a one-sentence caption relevant to the theme.

ffi ,T*TtKALTKNAYAN
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2.9. Photo printing will be shouldered by the organization.

2.10. .Allentries will be evaluated using the following criteria:

'' \ Criteria

Visual lmpact

Artistic Quality

Creativity and Originatity

Relevance to the Theme

TOTAL

2.1 1.The event pcints acquired by the team for
given by the judges.

the Photojournalism

Percentage

4AYa

20Yo

LAa/"

2A%

100%

event will be the average scores
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The LIKNAYAN 2A2O: Feature Wrifing is

Junior high school students that aims to
the interests and enthusiasm of readers
fields of Physics and Applied Physics.

an inter-school feature writing contest for Grade 9 and 10
promote appreciation of science and technology by raising
through in-depth stories about tatest developments in the

1 .1. The participants should provide their own pens to be used for the contest. Only pens with black or blue
ink will be accepted. [rasable pens are strictly prohibited.

1.2. fntries shallonly be written on the paper provided by the organizers.

1.3. Only the participating students and authorized personnel will be allowed to enter the designated venue
for the feature writing.
1.4. Participants must abide by the ethical rules of journalism.

1.5. Use of electronic devices, books, and the like is strictly prohibited.

1.6. Participants will have their own designated workspace.

1.7. The panel of judges will be composed of professionals in the fields of Physics and Applied Physics,
Journalism, and Writing.

1.8" The decision of the panel of judges is finat and irrevocable.

1.9. Winning entries will be included in Kalasag, the officiat
Society.

1.10. All entries sr:bmitted to the contest organizers will
Physicr Society.

publication of PHYSIKA, UP Apptied Physics

become property of PHYSIKA, Up Applied

2.'1. Participants will be given two {2) hours to compose their entries.

2.2. Entries mull not have been previously published, and allparticipants must ensure the originality of their
works.

2.3. The entries must be written in English with 500 to 1000 words. Failure to comply merits
drductions.

2.4, The p':r"ticipant's identity must not appear on any part of their entry. For identification purposes, only
the participarrt':, assigned number will be written on the final output.

2.5. A theme will be given at the start of the sub-event, to which their entries will be in line with.
2.6. Fact lheets will be provided. However, participants are not limited to the information contained on the
sheets.

2. L After the allotted tirre, the participants must submit their entries to the event organizers for
judging.

i f ) rFHr:lKALl!(.NArAN { ll ) :'t"'ttSi{^Lihf,.rtjri
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2.8. None of the judges will see any of the participant's name until the winners are chosen.

2.9. The judges will :core the participants based on the given rubric below.

", Criteria

Content

0rganization/Structure

Language and Grammar

lmpact and Relevance

Originality

TOTAL

Percentage

3AY"

70%

20%

20%

10%

100%

2. 10. ln case of a tie breaker, the judges will deliberate who will rank higher and lower based on their entries.
The participant's identity must not appear on any part of their entry. For identification purposes, only the
participant's assigned number will be written on the final output.

2.11. The sub-event points of the team for the Feature Writing will be the average scores coming from the
three judges.
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LTKNAYAN 2020: Science lnvesfigatory Projecf is an inter-school academic competition for Grades 9

and 10 Junior high students that is aimed to develop their research and critical thinking skills at
levels above the grassroots by presenting projects/researches in line with the theme of LIKNAYAN
2020. This sub-event,,will make the students experience topic defense in preparation for their
higher years.

1.1. Each presenting team must consist of at most two {2) participants per school"

1.?. Each team must be supervised by one (1) teacherlprofessor.

1.3. Teams of different schools must present a project/research which may or may not be related to
the theme of the eyent"

1"4. Presentations must be in a tarpaulin.

1.5. lnteractive projects/researches are allowed"

1.6, Presentations must hav€ references and must not be lower than 10 articles or publications.

1.7. ln case of plagiarism and/or duplication, the sub-event head has the right to give penalties to the team.

2""1. Presentations must be printed in a tarpaulin {7 ft long, 5 ft wide).

2.2. Presentations must include the following;

a. title of the projectlexperiment/research

b. nan:e of team members

c. abstract of the research/study

d. introduction
e. method*logy

f. results and discussions

g. conclusion and recornmendations

2.3" Presentations must be prepared before the time set by the event head.

2"4. Presenf*:rs can explain their projectlresearch/experiment in Engtish and/or in Fitipino.

2.5. Only the jucig*s and a few random people will evaluate the presentations.

2.5.1" ?0 to 30 mi*utes will be the time limit of the presenters to present their study to the judges.

2"5.2. Random peopl* will be chosen by the event head to give the presentations of each team a grade.

i'{ 
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?.6. Two parameters will ve graded by the judges and the random people:

a. Poster Design

. Criteria

Layout

Neatness

Readability

lmpact and Relevance

Originality

TOTAL

b. Poster Writeup

Criteria

Content

0rganization/5tructure
Language and Grammar

lmpact and Relevance

Originality

TOTAL

?.7. T*t;rl points comprise af 6Ao/o of the Poster Content

Percentage

30%

zAV"

za%

2A%

10%

100%

Points, and 40% of Paster Deisgn Points.

Percentage

30%

7Ou/"

2A%

70%

1A%

lAA%
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The LIKNAYAN 2A20: APHY lalk is a seminar for all that aims to promote and showcase different
fields of research in Physics and Applied Physics to the public. Thjs,_in turn, makes the world of
academia much accessible to the masses. The talk wilt be composed of at least three speakers from
the field of Physics and Applied Physics or any other related field._The_speakery will be presenting
their profession, field'of study, or research on the event proper. APHY Talk will be open to all those
who are interested to participate in this event.
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Date Submitted:

Name of School:

School Address:

Participant's lnformation

Full Name Year Level Contact Number Signature
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6"

7.

Event

Quiz Contest

Quiz Contest

Quiz Contest

Photojournalism

Feature Writing
5cience lnvestigatory project

Science lnvestigatory project

COACH NOTED BY
Signature over Printed Name

Designation

Contact Number

Signature over Printed Name

Frincipol
Designation
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